About Us
We are a constituted voluntary community group which aims to promote social cohesion, environmental rejuvenation and its sustainability.

Over the last 4 years we have turned our disused land on our Estate into Urban Growing oasis’s which has brought the community together and reduced anti-social behaviour. We do not have any funding and all our projects are resident let - we have secured all items and work on the estate through donations, good will and volunteers.

We seek to transform our green spaces to promote social cohesion and allow our residents to interact in a safe and enjoyable setting. This has opened up doors on our estate as people are now talking to each other and saying hello, people have gained a sense of pride and now share common interests and interact with each other.

Our gardens have grown out of spaces that were plagued by anti-social behaviour, neglect, miss-use and kept locked from the community. Residents have empowered themselves with the belief they can make a difference to their environment; we have reclaimed the open spaces on our Estate by joining and journeying together; realising through events and talking to each other we can make changes that have a positive impact on our lives and the place where we live. We have achieved a coming together of residents the sharing of gardening experiences and expertise, we are enriched by the diversity on our estate the gardening projects have allowed our residents to cross the language barrier and even more important find common ground that has help build a stronger community.

We currently have 4 sites on the estate for food growing; Rocky Park consists of 36 individual allotments and is in its 4th year of growing, along with communal herb beds and orchard. James Middleton was built on the 30 June 2011, and individual families are able to utilise this space with 18 allotments and surrounding raised gardens. In January 2011 we also set up the 1st Urban Orchard consisting of 27 various fruit trees, with many more to be added as the site develops. In addition to these sites and the popularity of food growing on our Estate Hollybush was developed by volunteers over a series of challenges, and We also have a thriving community garden, along with various Rose and flower beds across the estate.

We are also affiliated with organisations such as Capital Growth, WEN, Project Dirt, Social Landlords and corporate organisations which operate across London to share good practice and resources, to help us achieve our objectives as a group.